BIRTHDAY .... OF POETRY AND PROSE

Within the Literary Circle of Mesa Selimovic\(^1\) was held in Sarajevo extremely unusual poetic and prose matinee on Saturday, 19.1.2013.g.

A guest of matinee was a writer Sabahudin Hadžialić who, along with the presentation and opening welcoming remarks from coordinator of the programme, poet Admiral Mahić and welcoming homage given by bh. theater doyen Muharem Osmic through the words from the novel of "Dervish and Death" of Mesa Selimovic, had their own guests:

- Tuzla: Jagoda Iličić and Nihad Mesic River
- Zenica: Prof.dr. Smajil Durmišević
- Sarajevo: Irena Marić, Mirza Okić and Goran Vrhunc

However, in the beginning of the matinee has been celebrated 65th birthday of Bosnia/Herzegovina poet Admiral Mahić whose verses opened Matinee. With a gifts from Literary Circle Mesa Selimović with the gift given also from Hadzialic to his colleague and friend, Admiral Mahić, during the next two hours was presented:

- Poetic prose opus of Hadžialic (poetry, stories, short-stories, aphorisms, parts of stage plays)

His own guests Hadžialić presented with reference to their works published in DIOGEN culture magazine in December 2012:

\(^1\) Famous ex-Yugoslava, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia writer (1910-1982)-
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesa_Selimovic
- Poetic cycle of Irena Marić, Mirza Okić and Goran Vrhunc
- Poetic and prose cycle of Jagoda Iličić (parts of novels and poetry)
- Poetic and prose cycle of Prof.dr. Smajil Durmišević (poetry, aphorisms and short story)

But even that was not all and other presented poets red their own poetry: Dragana Mučibabić, Ratko Orozović, Blanka Martinovic and Mubera Isanović. Also, poetess Bisera Alikadic, in the occasion of birthday of poet Mahić have red the verses of Admiral Mahić from the Anthology of poetry which has been prepared in 2000. by writer Željko Ivanković.

At the end of Hadzialic had, expressing gratitude for the invitation to Literary circle Mesa Selimovic, urged all citizens of Sarajevo to be with poets on 21.3.2013.g. at Svrzo house on a 24-hour Poetry marathon hosted by IFS Sarajevo “Sarajevo winter” for the third year in a row during which poets will be represented from 13 countries worldwide, with the promotion of books, round tables, and new issues of DIOGEN pro culture magazine.

Sarajevans also have been notified of the imminent release of the novel, the first part of the trilogy CROSSROADS OF THE WORLDS, titled BOX OF LIFE, from the writer Hadzialic, publish by the Publishing House "Most Art" from Belgrade, Serbia. Review for a novel have been written by Zlata Zunic, Andrej Glišić and Petar Lazić. The novel will be, upon publishing on 15.4.2013. have its first presentation during the Spring Book Fair in Sarajevo and, thanks to His Excellency, the Ambassador of Albania to Bosnia and Herzegovina, Mr. Flamur Gash, within the premises of Albanian Embassy in Sarajevo on 18.4.2013.

As our Editor in chief mentioned during the event, this will be also with the aim of unifying of diversities ... "The novel from Bosnian author published by Publishing house " Most Art "from Serbia and will be presented in the Embassy of Albania in Sarajevo."

Sincerely,

PR
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